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Channel Specific Gain Control Including Lateral Suppression

[0001] This application claims priority from U.S. Provisional Application 61/147,855,

filed January 28, 2009, which is incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to medical implants, and more specifically to signal

processing for cochlear implant systems.

BACKGROUND ART

[0003] In a cochlear implant (CI) the amplitude of the acoustic audio signal has to be

mapped to a relatively small dynamic range which can be delivered to the acoustic nerve.

Typically two stages perform this amplitude compression, a front-end automatic gain

control (AGC) which controls the overall loudness and an instantaneous non-linear

mapping function of typically logarithmic shape which further compresses each band-pass

envelope. The dynamic AGC used in current CI systems usually applies one gain to the

entire analyzed frequency range before splitting the acoustic audio signal into individual

frequency bands. Such systems have been shown to increase listening comfort and speech

understanding in hearing aid (HA) users as well as CI users.

[0004] One possible drawback of such a system can occur in the presence of two signals

which are located in different frequency regions, such as a speech signal in the presence of

a continuous high frequency noise. In such an acoustic environment, the AGC gain would

depend on the relative amplitudes of the two signals. Assuming a loud high frequency

noise, the AGC gain would be reduced by the noise signal which could result in

suppression of the speech signal. In a unilaterally implanted patient, this might only result

in reduced speech understanding. But in bilaterally implanted patients, there could also be

a reduced ability to localize sound sources. For example, assuming the loud high

frequency noise source is located at the right side of the CI user, then the right-side AGC

would reduce its gain more than the left-side AGC. Consequently, the interaural level

differences at high frequencies would be reduced, and since the acoustic head shadow



effect is higher at high frequencies, the interaural level difference at low frequency could

vanish or even be inverted. As a result, the low frequency components, for example

originating from a car engine, would be perceived from the wrong side.

[0005] These undesirable side effects of front-end single channel signal compression

could generally be circumvented by using AGCs which compress individual band pass

signals instead of the broadband signal. Such solutions can be found both in hearing aids

and in cochlear implant systems. Speech understanding in the presence of noise sounds

and sound localization in bilateral patients could potentially be enhanced. One major

drawback of such systems is the fact that spectral differences such as amplitude

differences in adjacent analysis bands get reduced. Spectral information such as formant

frequencies in speech signals could also be less accessible to HA and CI users.

[0006] There have been previous efforts to apply dynamic compression to band pass

signals. For example, Figure 1 shows an arrangement described in U.S. Patent 7,136,706

(incorporated herein by reference) which applies an overall mapping to a pre-band pass

signal and then band specific mapping. The pre-band pass mapping function is thought to

be linear (i.e. a limiter). The post-band pass mapping function is implemented as a non

linear, compressive, or logarithmic transform. The inventors state that the differences in

acoustic spectrum component amplitudes are maintained. By maintaining these

differences, spectral smearing between channels is reduced and speech cues are preserved.

But dynamic adaptation of post-band pass compression would result in unwanted spectral

smearing.

[0007] A second method which applies frequency specific gains is described in US

6,73 1,767 (incorporated herein by reference). As shown in the block diagram in Figure 2,

an acoustic audio signal is split into a number of separate frequency bands and variable

gain is applied to each frequency band independently. In contrast to previously used AGC

circuits, the gain is controlled by a gain comparator and statistical estimates of each band

pass signal are calculated and compared to predetermined hearing response parameters.

Although the gain calculation appears to be dynamic in this patent, it does not describe

any interaction between analysis channels.



[0008] U.S. Patent 7,305,100 describes a dynamic compression process which applies

channel specific gains for use in a hearing aid, although no mention is found of use in a

cochlear implant system. Although as shown in Figure 3, there is a gain control unit, no

details are discussed with regards to interactions between the analysis frequency bands.

[0009] U.S. Patent Publication 2004/0136545 describes an arrangement for distributed

gain control which takes into account the interactions between analysis channels. Figure 4

shows a block diagram of the arrangement discussed which is described as providing a

spectral enhancement system that includes distributed filters, energy distribution units, and

a weighted-averaging unit. Instead of filter banks as used in cochlear implants and hearing

aids, a filter cascade is used with an energy-detector that is coupled to each filter and

provides an energy-detection output signal. A weighted-averaging unit provides a

weighted-averaging signal to each of the filters and distributed gain is applied to the filter

stages via a nonlinear function.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] Embodiments of the present invention are directed to generating electrode

stimulation signals for a plurality of stimulation electrodes in an implanted electrode array.

An acoustic audio signal is processed with a bank of filters to generate a set of band pass

signals where each band pass signal corresponds to a band of audio frequencies associated

with one of the filters. A lateral suppression network is used to perform channel specific

dynamic amplitude mapping of the band pass signals to generate a set of compressed band

pass signals. Stimulation information is extracted from the compressed band pass signals

to generate a set of stimulation timing signals, and the stimulation timing signals are

developed into a set of electrode stimulation signals to the stimulation electrodes.

[0011] The lateral suppression network may be based on automatic gain control circuitry

using a multiplication matrix, in which case matrix elements along a main diagonal may

have a lower value than adjacent matrix elements. For example, matrix elements along the

main diagonal may have a value of zero. The lateral suppression network may allow

individual lateral decay of suppression. The lateral suppression network may weight one



or more of the band pass signals to be independent of the other band pass signals and/or to

be influenced by spatially adjacent band pass signals. The weighted band pass signals may

be averaged with the spatially adjacent band pass signals. The lateral suppression network

may laterally suppress the one or more band pass signals when a spatially adjacent band

pass signal has a higher amplitude.

[0012] Embodiments of the present invention include a computer program product

implemented in a computer readable storage medium for generating electrode stimulation

signals for a plurality of stimulation electrodes in an implanted electrode array according

to any of the above. Embodiments also include a cochlear implant system operating

according to any of the above.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] Figure 1 shows a typical prior art cochlear implant signal compression

arrangement.

[0014] Figure 2 shows a prior art signal compression arrangement having independent

channels.

[0015] Figure 3 shows a prior art signal compression arrangement having non-

interactive channel specific gains.

[0016] Figure 4 shows a prior art signal compression system based on a filter cascade

arrangement.

[0017] Figure 5 shows a block diagram of a typical cochlear implant signal processing

arrangement.

[0018] Figure 6 shows a block diagram for a cochlear implant signal processing

arrangement including channel specific volume control according to an embodiment of the

present invention.



[0019] Figure 7 shows further details of a channel specific volume control arrangement

with a lateral suppression network.

[0020] Figure 8 shows functional details of an AGC arrangement.

[0021] Figure 9 shows details of an AGC arrangement with lateral suppression .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS

[0022] Various embodiments of the present invention are directed to extending cochlear

implant signal processing with an additional signal processing block that calculates

channel specific dynamic amplitude mapping with gain suppression. Such an approach can

enhance spectral details and model masking effects as known from normal hearing

psychoacoustics. In addition, channel specific interaural level differences can be

preserved in patients with bilateral cochlear implants.

[0023] Figure 5 shows various function blocks in a typical cochlear implant signal

processing arrangement for generating electrode stimulation signals for the stimulation

electrodes in an implanted electrode array. An acoustic audio signal from a sensing

microphone is initially pre-processed such as by an initial AGC, a limiter, and/or noise

reduction means, and then split by a filter bank into a set of band pass signals Bn where

each band pass signal corresponds to a band of audio frequencies associated with one of

the filters. A set of stimulation timing signals Am are derived or determined which in effect

maps the filter analysis frequency bands to the stimulation electrodes. From these, a set of

patient mapping and stimulation pulses Em are defined.

[0024] Figure 6 shows functional blocks according to an embodiment of the present

invention where a lateral suppression network is used to perform channel specific dynamic

amplitude mapping of the band pass signals to generate a set of compressed band pass

signals Sn. Stimulation information is extracted from the compressed band pass signals to

generate a set of stimulation timing signals Am, and the stimulation timing signals are

developed into a set of electrode stimulation signals Em to the stimulation electrodes.



[0025] Figure 7 shows details of the additional signal processing block which includes

AGCs which are coupled with a lateral suppression network. Figure 8 shows an example a

typical implementation of an AGC having three main components: a level detector, a level

compressor, and a gain calculator. Such AGCs are typically used in front end compression

and could generally also be used for channel specific compression, but the existing

structure does not allow for lateral suppression and spectral enhancement. Figure 9 shows

an improved arrangement that allows for interactions between AGCs where level detector

signals (On) of all AGCs are routed to a lateral suppression network and the level

compression stage of each AGC is fed by the output/return (In) of the network.

[0026] In a specific embodiment, the network could simply apply a matrix multiplication

as given in Equation 1:
UJ UJ

I = W -O Equation 1

where W is the matrix, and I and R the vectors containing all level detector and return

signals, respectively. The unit matrix (Equation 2) results in individually acting AGCs:

W Equation 2

whereas Equation 3 shows a setup of the lateral suppression network, where level detector

signals of three neighboring channels are averaged:

W Equation 3

A similar case with a subtle difference is shown in Equation 4 where elements in the main

diagonal of the matrix are smaller:



W Equation 4

In this case a channel containing smaller amplitude would be suppressed by a neighboring

channel with higher amplitude. The main diagonal is set to zero in Equation 5 :

W = Equation 5

Additionally, all other elements decay exponentially. Decay characteristics can be

different in the upper and lower triangular matrix. The system allows individual

adjustment of the range and form of suppression in terms of analysis bands. Numerical

stability of the system can be provided by normalization of the matrix and application-

specific constraints.

[0027] Laterally suppressed AGCs (as described above) allow simulation of spectral

masking and/or spectral sharpening effects as known from normal hearing. At the same

time, distant channels can be configured to work independently. Thus, the negative side

effects (described in the Background) of single channel AGC and simple independent

channel specific AGCs can be avoided. For example, a low frequency signal (e.g. speech)

will no longer be suppressed by a louder high frequency signal (e.g., noise). And

bilaterally implanted users would be able to more correctly identify directions of

simultaneous spectrally separated signals. Spectral smearing as seen with entirely

independent AGCs can be avoided and spectral differences can be enhanced for further

signal processing stages. Besides laterally suppressed AGCs as described above, a

weighting matrix can be used with a similar architecture to implement independent AGCs

or laterally averaged AGCs.



[0028] Embodiments of the invention may be implemented in whole or in part any

conventional computer programming language. For example, preferred embodiments may

be implemented in a procedural programming language (e.g., "C") or an object oriented

programming language (e.g., "C++", Python). Alternative embodiments of the invention

may be implemented as pre-programmed hardware elements, other related components, or

as a combination of hardware and software components.

[0029] Embodiments can be implemented in whole or in part as a computer program

product for use with a computer system. Such implementation may include a series of

computer instructions fixed either on a tangible medium, such as a computer readable

medium (e.g., a diskette, CD-ROM, ROM, or fixed disk) or transmittable to a computer

system, via a modem or other interface device, such as a communications adapter

connected to a network over a medium. The medium may be either a tangible medium

(e.g., optical or analog communications lines) or a medium implemented with wireless

techniques (e.g., microwave, infrared or other transmission techniques). The series of

computer instructions embodies all or part of the functionality previously described herein

with respect to the system. Those skilled in the art should appreciate that such computer

instructions can be written in a number of programming languages for use with many

computer architectures or operating systems. Furthermore, such instructions may be

stored in any memory device, such as semiconductor, magnetic, optical or other memory

devices, and may be transmitted using any communications technology, such as optical,

infrared, microwave, or other transmission technologies. It is expected that such a

computer program product may be distributed as a removable medium with accompanying

printed or electronic documentation (e.g., shrink wrapped software), preloaded with a

computer system (e.g., on system ROM or fixed disk), or distributed from a server or

electronic bulletin board over the network (e.g., the Internet or World Wide Web). Of

course, some embodiments of the invention may be implemented as a combination of both

software (e.g., a computer program product) and hardware. Still other embodiments of the

invention are implemented as entirely hardware, or entirely software (e.g., a computer

program product).



[0030] Although various exemplary embodiments of the invention have been disclosed,

it should be apparent to those skilled in the art that various changes and modifications can

be made which will achieve some of the advantages of the invention without departing

from the true scope of the invention.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method of generating electrode stimulation signals for a plurality of stimulation

electrodes in an implanted electrode array, the method comprising:

processing an acoustic audio signal with a bank of filters to generate a set of band pass

signals, each band pass signal corresponding to a band of audio frequencies

associated with one of the filters;

using a lateral suppression network to perform channel specific dynamic amplitude

mapping of the band pass signals to generate a set of compressed band pass

signals;

extracting stimulation information from the compressed band pass signals to generate a

set of stimulation timing signals; and

developing the stimulation timing signals into a set of electrode stimulation signals to

the stimulation electrodes.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the lateral suppression network is based on

automatic gain control circuitry using a multiplication matrix.

3. A method according to claim 2, wherein the lateral suppression network allows

individual lateral decay of suppression.

4. A method according to claim 2, wherein matrix elements along a main diagonal have a

lower value than adjacent matrix elements.

5. A method according to claim 2, wherein matrix elements along a main diagonal have a

zero value.

6. A method according to claim 1, wherein the lateral suppression network weights one

or more of the band pass signals to be independent of the other band pass signals.

7. A method according to claim 1, wherein the lateral suppression network weights one



or more of the band pass signals to be influenced by spatially adjacent band pass signals.

8. A method according to claim 7, wherein the weighted band pass signals are averaged

with the spatially adjacent band pass signals.

9. A method according to claim 7, wherein the lateral suppression network laterally

suppresses the one or more band pass signals when a spatially adjacent band pass signal

has a higher amplitude.

10. A cochlear implant system adapted to use the method according to any of claims 1-9.

11. A computer program product implemented in a computer readable storage medium for

generating electrode stimulation signals for a plurality of stimulation electrodes in an

implanted electrode array, the product comprising:

program code for processing an acoustic audio signal with a bank of filters to generate

a set of band pass signals, each band pass signal corresponding to a band of

audio frequencies associated with one of the filters;

program code for using a lateral suppression network to perform channel specific

dynamic amplitude mapping of the band pass signals to generate a set of

compressed band pass signals;

program code for extracting stimulation information from the compressed band pass

signals to generate a set of stimulation timing signals; and

program code for developing the stimulation timing signals into a set of electrode

stimulation signals to the stimulation electrodes.

12. A product according to claim 11, wherein the lateral suppression network is based on

automatic gain control circuitry using a multiplication matrix.

13. A product according to claim 12, wherein the lateral suppression network allows

individual lateral decay of suppression.

14. A product according to claim 12, wherein matrix elements along a main diagonal have



a lower value than adjacent matrix elements.

15. A product according to claim 12, wherein matrix elements along a main diagonal have

a zero value.

16. A product according to claim 11, wherein the lateral suppression network weights one

or more of the band pass signals to be independent of the other band pass signals.

17. A product according to claim 11, wherein the lateral suppression network weights one

or more of the band pass signals to be influenced by spatially adjacent band pass signals.

18. A product according to claim 17, wherein the weighted band pass signals are averaged

with the spatially adjacent band pass signals.

19. A product according to claim 17, wherein the lateral suppression network laterally

suppresses the one or more band pass signals when a spatially adjacent band pass signal

has a higher amplitude.
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